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BERAYAH Tote Bag Wholesale Order

NOTCH BAG

Our NOTCH bag is birthed out of a simple idea, that you should be able 
to wear a tote bag with one hand. 

The notch at the middle of the bag effectively increases the distance 
between the bag and the strap, allowing enough room for a forearm to 
pass through. This means that one can pick up the bag at its straps, 
swing it through the forearm, and effortlessly rest it on their shoulder in 
one fell swoop, without requiring assistance from the other hand.

The NOTCH bag is also equipped with an outside pocket for easy access, 
as well as an inside pocket and snap button closure for security. The bag 
is fully lined and can fit up to a 15” laptop, making it perfect for going 
about town or bring to a work session at the cafe.

AHBERA



style: Notch bag WS:  20

RRP:  40COL: black

COMPOSITION: COTTON

size: 13.5” x 18”



style: Notch bag WS:  20

RRP:  40COL: cement grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON

size: 13.5” x 18”





BERAYAH Tote Bag Wholesale Order

DIAGONAL BAG

Our DIAGONAL bag has one simple concept: easy access

Traditionally tote bags are perpendicular, and when you wear one, the 
opening width is equal towards the front and back of your arm, which is 
inefficient. By tilting the bag forwards, we place the opening solely 
towards the front of your arm, allowing the wearer to access the contents 
of the bag, without removing it off of their shoulder. The buckle on the 
straps also work as a lever system, allowing the wearer to drop the bag 
further by lengthening one strap for even more access.

The DIAGONAL bag is fully lined, has an inside pocket and a snap button 
closure for security. The bag can fit up to a 15” laptop, and its unique 
shape is a perfect companion to a minimal outfit.
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style: Notch bag WS:  20

RRP:  40COL: black

COMPOSITION: COTTON

size: 12.5” x 17”



style: Notch bag WS:  20

RRP:  40COL: black

COMPOSITION: COTTON

size: 12.5” x 17”
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BERAYAH Tote Bag Wholesale Order

ORDER POLICY

To place wholesale orders, please contact us at sales@berayah.com.  Here are some general guidelines:

1. All prices are in US Dollars

2. Fill in attached “Berayah Tote Bag Wholesale Order Form” and submit your order at sales@berayah.com

3. All orders will be processed once payment is made

4. For orders over $1000USD, 50% deposit to be paid prior to begin of production, remaining balance to be paid in full before shipment.  For orders 
under $1000USD, full payment is to be made prior to begin of production.

5. Estimated delivery is 4-6 weeks upon payment. If stock is available shipment can be prepared within 1 week.

6. Any cancellation of order must be done prior to payment

7. Client is responsible for shipping fees, as well as duties and taxes. Please inform us of any shipping instructions 2 weeks prior to estimated delivery.

If you have any further questions, please feel free to ask!  We can be contacted at sales@berayah.com
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